Exam No: Y3835665
Train Operating Company (TOC) Study: South West Trains 1996-7
Two of the first three franchised railways announced in December 1995 were
management-buyouts at that point, so the third, South West Trains (SWT), being
owned by Stagecoach, a buccaneering innovative bus-and-coach business, was
the first successful bid by a stock-exchange quoted company. Therefore, as an
archetypal exemplification of the new franchising system, SWT was in a
pioneering position: it was not only frequently the first to undergo some of the
early difficulties and setbacks later similarly experienced by some of the other
TOCs, but it was also first to be cast in the role of both bête-noir for hostile
privatisation-critics and ‘poster boy’ for privatisation-enthusiasts. In the mediumterm SWT emerged from this pioneering experience the stronger, but in the
short-term it experienced a major reputational hit.
Several of the bidders for the 1995 franchise offer had predictably been the
recently-privatised bus companies. As a leading and bullish example of these,
Stagecoach was already established as a bête-noir since the critical publicising of
its successful sharply competitive practices, such as using temporary free travel
to drive the rival municipal bus service in Darlington out of business.1 From an
opposing perspective SWT was alternatively a ‘poster-boy’ for rail privatisation
by being the first ‘proper’ company to win a franchise (though its win had had
only three competitors2). This win assured the government’s supporters – and
more importantly future bidders - that a genuine market was opening up, not just
a ‘fix’ for management buyouts.3
SWT also lacked rail management experience, so inevitably close journalistic
attention followed: partly – “how well would it perform?”4 - and partly (from its
holding company’s controversial reputation) – “how well would it behave?”5 An
additional factor arose from its brother-and-sister owners, Brian Souter and Ann
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Gloag, basing their empire in Perth, Scotland – consequently the Glasgow Herald
gave much attention to this south-of-London railway because it was Scottishowned.6
Prior reputation heavily influences news journalism, for both broadsheets and
tabloids. Although a sprinkling of letters and mini-features seemed to confirm
that all was well from the start-date 4 February 1996 (or even better than
before), soon a steady trickle of hostile news stories started to become a regular
occurrence. Whereas the Times Business Section, clearly casting the first
privatisation as a success, happily described the SWT franchise as a “cash cow”7
the less-overtly-friendly newspapers were able to produce a string of ‘bad news’
stories over reduced punctuality and job cuts.8 SWT featured often – though not
exclusively – in the Independent’s regular series “True Stories from the Great
Railway Disaster” (the “Mad” column) throughout 1996.9
Although the TOCs starting later in 1996 experienced similarly mixed stories
SWT attracted particular attention because of the prior reputation of its owners.
Notably, Christian Wolmar criticised Souter’s and Gloag’s business ethics at
length in July, though this was interestingly ‘balanced’ by the Business Section’s
cautiously positive report on SWT in the same edition of the Independent.10
Alongside anecdotes of specific passenger experiences, additional criticism could
be extended to the company’s finances. It was noted that its prospective declining
subsidy would mean that it would need to increase revenue or cut costs quite
substantially in the near future. The ironic aspect of these stories is that SWT,
being one of the first tranche of franchises, had a much gentler financial
improvement to achieve (to stay viable under future reduced subsidies) than the
later TOCs. SWT needed to achieve a two percent improvement annually while all
the later franchises needed to achieve between four and twelve percent.11 (This
had been the reward for SWT’s pioneering 1995 bid at a time when risks for
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bidders had seemed worryingly uncertain,12 also avoiding the “winner’s curse” of
overbidding.13) Nevertheless this rationale enabled the stories about potential
job cuts, always a newsworthy topic.14
There was also implied financial criticism of the parent company for buying the
rolling-stock-company (ROSCO) Porterbrook (announced in July, confirmed in
December 1996). Although the main outrage concerned the instant windfall
profit made by those who had earlier bought the ROSCO from the state,15 there
remained the implication that spending all that money somehow added to the
tarnished image of SWT’s owners.16
Meanwhile customer relations fluctuated in 1996. Throughout the year there
were regular stories of customer complaints increasing, notably in the
Independent’s “Mad” column.17 Yet at year-end it transpired that customer
complaints had not really increased at all: Wolmar acknowledged that the Central
Rail Users Consultative Committee had found that complaints had actually
decreased by 30 percent for punctuality, overcrowding and cancellations, and the
“Mad” column would cease.18 During the year SWT had tended to sound abrasive
in its pronouncements, yet (for example) in July they paid for a taxi from London
to Dundee for a passenger whose train from Portsmouth was delayed by over
three hours.19 Meanwhile, investment-focused columns gave SWT positive stories
too during 1996’s latter months.20
This public relations progress ended when the train-driver crisis broke in 1997,
just when the worst of SWT’s year as pioneering bête-noir had seemed to be over.
SWT had staved off a driver strike in September/October 1996 by making what
was reported as the most generous deal to date for drivers.21 That episode
exemplified the point that whereas the power of much of a unionised workforce
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was weakened by privatisation (as intended by some22), the bargaining power of
unionised workers with specialised skills such as train drivers was enhanced.23
Early in 199724 SWT started cancelling a reported average of 14 trains a day after
allowing voluntary severance to 70 drivers.25 Service “suspensions” then
reportedly increased to 39 a day.26 The company was at the time defensive and
even counterproductive in its response to the daily outrage over the numerous
cancelled commuter trains, with Souter quoted as describing SWT drivers as a
“hotbed of Trotskyism”,27 and as having (jokingly) threatened to phone the
bosses of complaining passengers to ask "'Did you know this guy spends two
hours a week writing to the train company?’”28 To many, Souter’s reputation as a
reckless bully seemed confirmed. So even when SWT attempted to charm its
customers with a ‘free tickets to anywhere’ day (costing the company “around
£1.2m”) a ‘bad news’ angle was found about people who had missed out by
starting their journey from outside the SWT area.29
Later, SWT acknowledged that their driver shortages were caused by releasing
too many drivers too quickly, after managers jumped at finalising the severance
deal with the tough-minded ASLEF union. They claimed the problem was less the
absolute total number of drivers and more that too many needed to undergo
statutory training in new routes.30 The problem rumbled on into the summer of
1997, with SWT reportedly having to pay large premiums to some drivers to
cancel holidays to fill continuing gaps.31 Nevertheless, by the end of 1997 this
meant that SWT had made the transition to a commercially effective system of
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driver deployment, something that BR’s hard-fought “flexible rostering”
agreement of 1983 had failed to achieve in practice.32
Some other TOCs later experienced comparable driver-shortage problems when
reprofiling their workforce;33 meanwhile SWT had sustained its twin pioneering
roles as bullish innovator and (consequently) bête-noir. Subsequently, from 1998
onwards, it prospered - in contrast to the six regional TOCs flailing by 2001-2.34
1257 total words (incl 59 in footnotes)
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